Wavestore integrates...

Immix Cloud Alarm Management

The integration

Wavestore’s integration with Immix Cloud enables Wavestore users to benefit from the services offered by Remote Video Receiving Centres (RVRCs) that use the Immix Cloud platform for alarm verification and management purposes. Live video managed by Wavestore’s VMS can be viewed via Immix Cloud, while alarm events can be pushed from Wavestore to Immix Cloud, enabling operators to take the appropriate course of action.

Server side

Wavestore’s VMS can be installed on Wavestore’s own range of servers and appliances, or on a host of compatible third-party servers to provide video, data and recording management across the end-customer site. It enables a completely scalable, future-proof platform to integrate a host of third-party technologies, such as Access Control and Intelligent Video Analytics, onto a single screen.

Either full quality or a bandwidth friendly quality live H.264 video stream* can be transmitted to Immix Cloud over

RTSP from Wavestore servers and appliances with triggered events are sent via point-to-point SMTP to Immix Cloud. To facilitate this communication, Wavestore’s ‘Metadata Engine’ must be specified at the time of order. Events received by Immix Cloud can be associated with specific actions depending on the type of event, including pop-up alarms, initiating a workflow or notifying security staff via their mobile device.

*2nd stream is available in Wavestore version 6.2 and later

*Immix Cloud Alarm Management
Client side

Wavestore’s ‘WaveView’ client software can be installed on multiple client machines to access multiple Wavestore servers and appliances. ‘Server Groups’, a feature of Wavestore Premium and Enterprise licence levels, allow multiple Wavestore servers and appliances to be viewed on the same WaveView client. WaveView provides complete live monitoring and playback control of cameras and other devices and allows an operator to view live video, search for events or manage triggers linked from events either in real time as they happen, or via post-event interrogation. Operators are then able to easily stitch together video from time-synchronised events using Wavestore’s 3-click evidential export function. Operators of Immix Cloud are able to view video from any authorised camera connected to the user’s Wavestore system.

Main Features of the integration

• Combines leading VMS functionality with leading alarm verification services
• Stream live H.264 video to Immix Cloud from Wavestore servers and appliances over RTSP
• A host of specific events such as triggered alarm, camera fault, motion detected, ANPR match, object abandoned, loitering and door forced etc. can be sent to Immix Cloud for specific and unique action.
• Very easy to set up with full documentation provided
About Wavestore

Wavestore’s truly independent open platform Video Management Software (VMS) enables users to achieve maximum return on investment from their security solution by unlocking its full potential.

Sitting at the very heart of a security system, Wavestore combines powerful ‘any source’ video, audio and recording management with deep integration across multiple technologies from a wide range of third-party technology providers. These include leading camera, video analytics, access control, recording and sensor providers, making it possible for users to effortlessly operate, monitor, control and manage a best-in-breed total security solution – and all from a single screen.
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About SureView Systems

Sureview Systems specialise in video centric event driven monitoring software for commercial and private monitoring centres. Their software platform – Immix Cloud - is designed to receive alarm events from CCTV systems, video analytics, VMS, intruder systems, access control, and GPS based location aware devices. The products are UL Certified in the USA and BS8418 compliant in Europe. With the largest product integration library in the industry, Immix consolidates a wide range of different security products into a single simple platform.
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For further information, please visit the ‘Technology Partner’ section of Wavestore.com